
Feb. 27, 1949 

Dear Mr. Bennett, 
\ 

I finished your slips last night--and didn ·, t think until I 
was through that I should have used pencil, so that you can erase 
it .. I tried ink-eradicator twice, and left a discolored spot on 
the slip. Apologies. 

I began to work on the classification, out ran up .against some 
difficulties right at the beeinning. They are not the fault of 
the classification system--I think that will wo11k out very well, · 
but due to the inscriptions. 

An enormous numher of the inscriptions are unique--tha~ is, 
they resemble others, but have points of difference as well, and 
I feel very strongly that only inscriptions that are identical in 
all respects--so far as we« can tell at present,-should go together. 

For the "mantt inscriptionfl, for• instance, we must keep all 
the following factors in mind--and maybe a few others that you 
can thin~ of. F irgt, there are 93 inscriptions wpich have "men". 
But there are six different ideograms used. ¾J -k, ~, <iZ'> ~) i , Some of 
these are probably scribal variants, but we have no rieht to assume 
this at the outset. You' 11 have to clo the separating for Pylos, 
because I haven't checked the photographs there. In addition., some 
are used together .. in the same inscription, and I think, in that case, 
they will have to go into separate cate~ories, for each combination. 
That makes more than ten divisions to begin with. Then, the "men" 
sometimes occur with other ideograms. Again, each comgination 
m~st be listed separately. And this is just the first mechanical 
division. s.,...1 

rurthermore, some have only 'I- , some only plural men, and some 
combine both. (We can i~nore the totals for this). 

Then, the wording of the inscription. Some begin with intro
ductory statements, some have total statements, and soMe have 
different para 6r•aphs--some of course have all these. We can 
put together those with one set of entries and those with sever~l 
sets, provided they are otherwise identical--but it would be 
better to put them in contiguous cate~ories. 

No~ the ent:t:des also differ. Sor,e have one-word entities, others 
two word , entries (but two types--one which is formulaxic, the other 
with diff'erent words each t me). Then come those with statement 
entries (also usually formulaic., but not always clearly sol 

Another thing must be considered--the apparent case (or 
whatever it is) of the entries. That varies quite a bit. 

We have to face the fact ohat of those 93 inscriptions, at 
least 80 are not exactly identical. 

If . we put my :Bormer B and C in as well, we have further c01t1.plica
t1ons, because another principle. we should keep in mind ls that 
the category number must be instantly reco311izable. 

This clas~ification system permits 26 major catesories--for 
the alphabet. Then 100 secondary categories--that's what beginning 
with 01 implies--actually, 99 secondary categories, since only the 
first two numbers may be used here--the others mean subdivision. 
We may have to use a small letter after irna:tx the first two 
significant numbers, to sep:irate them .from the others. 

! tried a system somewhat like this origlnally, and found that 
the complications in my E category made very involved numbers necessary. 
We'll have to classify inscription by inscription, and then do it 
over several times, because I think we should try to keep certain 
general p1 .. inciples throue;hout--for instance, with regard to the 
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number and kind of words used, 6-t in ~ heading should always 
have a certain type of number, so that one can run throueJ:1 the 
inscription numbers, nnd pick out those which use this--and the 
same thing is true of a few other words, 

K'll start at the beginning, and discuss each inscription 
so far as I've gotten with my analysis~-which isn't ~ar. 

Ao,A., ~ 

A--man, woman, dancer. The 0 dancer" is probably masculine--
because the total word is f 11. , c., 

AOl: lists with entiltes of' the type W.ffiB.x word 7:-
(your AM. 12 doesn't belong--i t has larger numbers of nmen"). 
Some of these have paragraphs with intr .. oductory and final 
statements, some lack one or the other or both, some are 
fr'agrnentary and one can't tell.. Also--the cases dtb not . 
always jibe. Purther--the ones in paraeraph form sometlh~ 
seem to have an over-all introductory statement first, 
in addition to the pa.ragrf.)ph introduction. 

AOl ,l (AbO1--Kl516) O.K. That sets the type for AOl. 
There is no identical inscription. 

AbOZ ~-Kl519 is si!!lilar. The entry word is in the 
same '' case ," indubitably, and the entry is ¾'. 

But 1 t differs as follows: 
~ach entry on a separate line. 

No introductory statement extant. 
Seems to have only one set of entr•ie s, while 

A bOl has at least three. 
Hoes seem to have a final statement before the 
~ta.1--which is lacking iri Abo1. 

The type resembles that of your Anl6, but that 
_combines. one-:word and two-word entttes. 

: . AO2. 1 I don't see any way out. Th s must be .A:O2 .1 because 
AOl.2 should be identical with AOl.l in everything one 
can observe, since at a later stage, we will want . to 
compare statement mtml!l words. 

Or, we can do it thi~ way. AbOl is AOlal. Ab08 is 
AOlbl. We can then omit a decimal point, except when 
we have mo re :kka11xixi.1ur~xi:r,1:tbJ11xi:11xtxx<ur:tBi~xJQ omp 1 i cat i on s • 

~ 
I called your An2O AbO3--but the words seem to be in a 

different "case" --also, Line 6 is undoubtedly an 
introductory statement for the next paragraph--here ''ttcA,t,'' 

a set of entries, two tw a line. The final statement 
J.t.A,JIL has a different for.m which includes the word 'f 11, 
~r~ and is preceded by a two-word entry with t l\O • 

Aoa e., ~ .'. AO3 , l ( or AOlcl -4,if we decide to put it next. 

C«Lt, ~ :.1 ~I~ - _ ~·- .:,,,'- ~,",· ~.1.. .~-, •.1 ~.I.. -,·~ -t', A,,'· i ~"- ,, ~~ ~ 1 .,.. '9T' r, - ~ -:- •• • ':;" -, ", ,., 1: ~:- •:(• ~:• ~:• .;:- ";{ ;:• {f- ~:- ,;:- ;,:• t,:- -~:- ' .;:• -,:- ?:• ~:- ,:• tr" .. ~ I/ 

My Abll-14 may be homoeeneous. The ideogram is ~~ which may be ~ 
a handAwri tine variant of ~ - They are all ~aementa11 y, and '1h·6'6f 

we can only guess at their arrangement. The case ~ be the · 6:./-1,_ 
same as AbOl, AbO2. Abl4 (K6O9) .4 has 1\j -:;:'\'~TFiTs may be ;,lfl~77't
a total. If so, the inscription belongs here. If that is f2t.-1i./ 
another entI'Y, the inscription belongs with those that combine ~ 
"man //1" with la1 .. eer numbers. ~JI[" 

A:cj . 1-4 for these, lf we d4cide to put them next. Or AOldl-4 :.-tl?o1 _, * ~t- ;:- ~f- >,:- ·~- -!~ 1:- {~· ;:- 1{· -:} .. ;:- ~:- {:- -;HHi" ,;:- -{:- •;:• -~- ~:- •1:--;!- -;*' ;:- ~,- -;(- ~ VDt b 

I called your knl3 Abl5--but it is not identical with the four above. 
For1 one thing--there is an introductory statement extant--for 
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Aotl l None 1s extant in Abll-14. The ideogram is 
no total. The case may be the same . 

AOtf.l or AOlel. 

C. I 

1: . It snems to have 

{You will note that so far , .very eratifyingly , you and I agree 
about the placinc of the Pylos inscriptions. We indepen~ently 
put ..tn20 and Anl3 with those 8roup). Anl6 we also aeree on . 
I calle· it Ab21. 

Anl i very similar in form to A b02 (K1519) but combines 
oneQword and two-word entries , doesn't seem to have an introdud:twyy 
statement, and has no total. Furthermore , in lines 2 and 7 it 

a-v,er seems to have different forms of the same word, and the form 
,,,.. in line 7 recurs in Anl3 . 6. The use of the two f orrns may be imper tan t. 

Aoi. 1 or AOlfl. 
a_.., I h I ( ~t 1 ~-- i~ ·,;5 {:- .. ,:· -,~- ~:· .. ;~ ;t ~,- ~} ~:- .;:- ~~ ~:- ~i" .. ;:· 1~- .;~- ~:- X- -:.:- ~ ;:· ~:- {i" .. ;:- .. ;; • 

.Anl2 must be npftponed. It deals w 1th more than one man at 
a time . 

I put your A:nl5 here. You have it with A08. I put it here 
because the case is the same (maybe). It has one- and two-

< word entriei--. But the entry ln line 4 has ~- . (I suspect 
I overlooked that originally , b~t noted it when I analyzed the 
inscription). It had beefer be postponed . I called it An31 

I also tentatit}ely cla8sed the following here--but you decide. 
/.' [ Abl8 your'An35 A~ C,f,,01~1 l ~Hr your -An.~~ (-WPMg,rremm-s-e-±t- -has 11101 e thil.11 ontrt01· 

11
nw.n·· 

~~~'fr' Ab43 39 

/4...,~· · Now-flyou note that for the orie;lnal system you suggested, I've . 7" used up through A06 already . And , to leave leeway for chanr;es , 
would suegesting leaving to 09 blank. Or for AOla~,4 we 
stop using AOl. I like tha. t better. The 01 suggests the use 
ofl ~ ' . Then AOl is fairly homogeneous , with the differences 
indicated , which are shown by A-tf, Jv We must leave the rest of 
each sub-c;roup blank , fm .. other inscriptions, which may turn 
out to be identical with some of the above . AOlx for the fragments 
~f. ~} ~~ i~ ~:- ~,~ --¼- ~" ~~- ~} ~· .,} -~~.. ~~.. {:.. ~~ ~:-- i~- ;,~- ~,.. ~~.. --~~., -,: ~~4 ~f 1:~ ·,:~ ~~.. ~~- ~;!- ab o v e ? 

A02 as you have 1 t is horneogenous. 
be changed. Either AlO . l, 2 or 
the additional letters , we might 
certain "cases". I don't lmow . 
(Kl516) 

But the number would have to 
A02al , A02a2. (If we use 

be able to allocate letters to 
The "case" here is that of AbOl 

A03 as you have it , is r:ry old An. Let's see what you have done. 
AaOl sets the type for me (K 40). That means , "man #1" , two

word entries , the second word repeated several times . 
I'd call it A03al (I'm be[;inning to e;et fond of that). Otherwise 
A20 . l 

I put An22 here too, but it doesn't fit too .well. You'll 
see why in a minute. I called it ~,ng2.xlix Aa31. 

An23--I call AqOl. I agree with you--it isn't quite the same. 
~n24 but yest I called it Aa03--it is absolutaay identical 

in type--even to the fact that the two non-formulaic 
two-word entii~s, lines 6 , 7 , reappear in other inscriptions 
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in other inscrintions reversed (sometimes with sli~htly differing 
forms). So too~AaOl (X40) line 6. 

If this keeps up, we're going to get along fine. 

~n25. Yes. I called it AA04. 

An26. Wonderful. I called it Aa02--but I think after all, 
it isn't exactly thu same. The case of t h e first word 
in AaOl, 03, 04 (K40, your An 24,25) has a Case III feeline, 
if vou know what I mean. That of Aa02 hns a Case II or IV 
feelin~. Case IV ~s what I call the forms of AbOl, and the 
~~nm: principal word of the "cattle" inscriptions. It is, 
I thirik, your <.,, f ina 1 

I'd say--K40, your An26,25 should u be A03al-3 
Your An 26 A03b 

(no--not i f we keep ¥ cases" with,2. ¾~ters--then vice-versa. ,--.J-
A--n2"6 boo ome-s A03a. r~~-te•tJ·7~~ ~- /lA,,LO " 

The others A03~ (or whatever welll use for that type), 
An23 also has other ideosrams--goes somewhere else. 

Ao~e~ Your An 21 and 22 are also formulaic, but in reverse. Th~ first tfl!~ word is repeated in An21. A . (Note reversal in intro- statement. 
g.;~./,d[i.u~ In An 22 the first and second words a.re formulaic--the second 

'C-d./,JJ.-lc- identical, the first changine a few times. A ? 

xxwnex~l8lllxsk~~NBXB.XXXXWE~l<iK*xxk««IK"IX H.Xm xkaiixaxocxilx 
A06. I don't know whether it's advisable to skip here. My Aall-12 

have the ideogram:;t-, but the second word is case III (def5n1te 
fro \..E°T and~ 9, ond it may have been used formulaicly, since 
~~ recurs in bJth. Perhaps they are fragments of one tablet. 

AxOl seen~ to have three-word entries- - no demonstrably form~laic. 
I'd put it elsewhere. An 29 might go with it--but also 
not here. " 

An32 goes with my former Afll (K 821) as will be explained 
later. 

I'd leave only Aall-12 together--and call them A04al-2 
.IL .. , II \I ,, \I l , f4 I I' \ f I } '", I I • .. , I \ I \/ ' I , I lo/ I a-, , 1 / ,v 1. / ~ I &. I 

~ ~ •· .,_- -;.- -;.- 'i:O 'i•" 'i• •" 'i• -;.,• ., _. 'i, i• ~,. •F -;, i, i -,, ';, -;,- 'I,, •,. 'i•· -; · •,, ; , -:,.-,.- 'i, 'i,· 

Now I think we should skip. 
Aell (K826) is unique. Let's leaEve it all by itself--as 

A07a or something. 
AdOl (K1518) is also unique--or too ~ragrnentary to class. 

A07b. There are some resemblances to Anl9--but better 
not to euess. Maybe A07 x} 

An04--no. Different ideogram, and comgined with P\l Let's 
postpone. 

Ano5--some resemblance to AdOl (Kl518) but not enough--would 
sucges t A07x2. 

AnlO~-with An05, and Anll too. I'd put them all in x. 
Anl4--so~where else because of the other ideograms. 

Ac,ib A.?t(IG,/.AWcl-AtJip{,t 
Let's see;1. • Ae 11 as A07a. AdOl, Anos , 10, 11_....... as AO?x l, 2, "4 f 

A()'('o..,t Auf~"L 
But we can add some more, I 
W~.naiderAt i.on. .... 'm 
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you must allow me to change me mind. 

A ell doesn't go with the othe1~s. If Aell is A07a, then the others 
as AOBlt. 

I'd keep AeOl and Ae02 here--as A07bl-2. 

AOS, 
{j, 

An05,"10, 11 and my i.~il9itrM1~-sh,uld have in addition to your 
A08al your Anl2 
A08bl . Anll\ Al/tit ~v' 

1 
I won't work the rest out--but I thi:ril';An30, 27,28 maybe f\<11~c. 7 toe;aeher. Then 07-08-09 toc;ether. At,fj11~;, '(d,-11)?,~-;) P\t\~~, 

Maybe 43--but that should go with the statements. 
Maybe Anl7 and ~6 with the x group. 

A-o1fL f-\'b1~ 1 

( I didn't ,see your second sheet until I wrote.k this. Vve agree 
pretty well, though. If we work throu(Vi all the inscrjptions 
fir-8t, and decide which must belong together, we can work 
out specific details of classifiaation later. I've worked 
through the A inscriptions--that•s why I can handle this. 
B~t it took a long time. I've classed all of them 

tentatively, but the vocabulary and format must be analyzed 
carefully before we c.ommi t ourselves. But 1 t will work 
out all right--I see that already, because we agree in 
a majority of cases independently. 

I'd postpone the 'man" insc1•iptions with other ideor;rams. Al is 
too early. It would be nice if we could use similar numbers 
for various comgined types--for example, flor "mann and nwoman" 
inscription v1ith "children????'". I'd take those next. And 
put only "man" with "children" here. · 

But firBt, I'd get rid of the statement tablets which have "men" 
only. 

My former Adll (K821) as A09a 
Your An32 as A09b 
Your An43 as A09c 

Al. Your former Ad. I'd suggest this~ 
AlO---fragmentary inscriptions. I'd put them first, because 

they could go anywhere. Or in an x catgflsj • 
.&il.ixxaxx.ti.0& Adl2 as AlOa 

xJc.a Aall,13l~4 as AlOb (I presume you 
put the last two (Adl3,14)here 
because they are ~almQleaf? 

No--better Adll as AlOb A 
Adl3,14 as AlOc or x /fJ ~ ,Y 

AdOl as Alla (sinele word heading). I'm not countin~ ~t 
since they all presumably have it. Might mean' son of"? 

for the two-word heading. Two things recur. ~,-\- as initial 
word, and ~ as final sign of second word. Let's see 

.Al2 

if we can work it out on that basis. 
Al2e. (,,.\-- initial) l AdOB (putting must complete first) 

Al2b ( lS final) 
2 Ad20 
1 Ad04 I, 
2 Ad06 
3 Ad07 

(or 12 B,c,d,e;fsince we 
have 26 to use) 

4 ~ · b . 
5 AdlO . v \ 

.A12g Ad05 (second word may have had b 
Al2k Ad02 (skipping, in case of later finds) 
Adl2m Ad18 
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Ad3 --three word heading. 

Al3g---AdO3 
Al311---AdO9 
Alln---Adl6 
Al3p---Ad.15 

(Has same initial word as AdO5--I kept E 
( ,~ i 

(sk pped, because the word has no parallel above 

Al4--xx~ four-word heading? 
Al4p--Adl7 Used p because it resembles Adl5 in having a 

superscript word. 
as far as possible. 
the parallelR up in 

Ma int4.m:mmgg parallel designations 
When we revise, we can move 

the alphabet. 

A2 your Ae. It happens there a re ten, so we can list them 
temporarily as A2~a,b,c,dj etc.--and work out formulee 

. _ ~l:ater. You have them in a recognizable order now. 
-:¼ 6 ~\lt1 , .. , r..v· 1c-1 A i .. ,, A 11 Ats · &' 

' 'I d put all 7' inscruptions here. AnO4, Anl8.,41 
A22 
A24 

A3JO.l-my formeµ~- -
~rA~oI·-~ 

The exact number can be worked 
out later--I'm just putting 
them in A3 now., to see how they 
fit. 

Now the .fun begins. 
~"''I\ 1t.f Ax4O ----- --Your .In 31 

. AH41 a,b (or A4lal.,2 (your Er)l,O2 
/1 t ~ 'b. J ,I l -v 

Now don't shbot--I suc;gest we put o.11 the En's here as 
A4:6 or the like. The appearance of a "man" in Eno2 is very 
important. I think it nmst come here--and drag all En's with it. 
The Eo,Ep, Eq can stay in another category. Their resemblances 
to En can be pointed· out just as d~cis ively. 

A47 Again--I 'd transfer your Jn here. Same reason. 
~ragmentary tablets could hav~. had "man" notations. 
they are quite u:nique--it doesn't matter where they 
you want them As A5 or something--that's O.K. too. 

~~, A49. Your Cn 10 

Those 
And since 

go. If 

The A4 category would then consist of inscriptions where "mnn" 
is not the principal ideogram. 

I haven't done ix my B or C yet. But I su0 ~es t C 0 o :wnto A, and 
B stay B. That vr 11 keep your original order. I don't thlnk 
we should crowd. A too much. There :may be more to add. 

My C group is small. It would fit into A6--or something like that. 

I'm going to mail you rey drawines of Pylos--you can cut them 
up, and we can ea.ch put our classification on cards--each :tnscrption 
separ~ Do you need another set of Knossos? .\ 

• ~ --=---~ C"u, ~~ - ~ ~~--
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